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David Barr, center, interviews Jacqueline Roundtree, left, and Jacqueline Arrington inside the Aberdeen Gardens Historic
Museum Tuesday morning October 6, 2020. Barr, a Hampton native, is filming a documentary called "The Aberdeen
158: Built for Us, By Us.” (Jonathon Gruenke/Daily Press)

HAMPTON — Jacqueline Baker Roundtree grew up in Aberdeen Gardens and
remembers the chickens.

They were snuggled and clucking inside a small wooden coop in the backyard of her
parents' home. They provided food for her family, and for those nearby.
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“We all had chicken coops. You had to get out there and make sure that they stay
warm during the wintertime. And you had to check on them and feed them,”
Roundtree said. “And then of course ... when they were grown, my father used to kill
the chickens the natural way, which was take them by the neck and wring them. And
then you put hot water on it to get the feathers off. And then gut it and put in ... salt
water... and then you cut it up and fry it.”

Her father, Herman Baker, was a farmer from Holland, Virginia, and used the
tractor often, she said.

ADVERTISEMENT

“When we moved to Aberdeen, he was one of the people who got a tractor and when
he got the tractor that was used to farm the land, as you can see all the land back
behind the houses,” Roundtree said. “He would bargain with (other families) and he
said, ‘if you let me plant behind your home, then I can give you some of the crops
for free.’ He enjoyed doing that.”

Roundtree, 78, returned to the now historic Aberdeen Gardens neighborhood
Tuesday along with her cousin Jacqueline Arrington, 75, to reminisce with another
native son — David Barr III.
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Barr, a Chicago playwright, author and a descendant of one of the first families who
lived in the Depression-era resettlement, is co-producing a documentary called “The
Aberdeen 158: Built for Us, By Us.” The documentary will capture the people, the
lives and times of Aberdeen Gardens.

The 57-year-old Hampton native didn’t live in Aberdeen Gardens, but spent much
of his youth there. He is using $10,000 in federal funding the Historical Foundation
of Aberdeen Gardens was awarded earlier this year to finance the film.

“This project has been something that’s been a legacy love and it’s been inspiring,”
Barr said. “To look back at my ancestors ... and they like, made it through all of that
in the ’30s and the ’40s. It’s amazing that they survived and thrived.”

The 440-acre historic community that straddles Aberdeen Road, is roughly
bounded by Langston and Mary Peake boulevards and Russell, Lewis, Weaver and
Walker roads. It was among 55 New Deal housing programs during the 1930s
established by President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Previous coverage: Historic Aberdeen Gardens foundation gets $10K grant to

make a documentary on its history »

The planned community launched after Hampton Institute (now Hampton
University) received $245,000 in federal funding to build specialized housing for
Blacks who worked at Newport News Shipbuilding, rail-yard workers and other
professionals.

Hampton Institute architects Hilyard R. Robertson and Charles Duke designed the
homes for the first 158 families moving in eight decades ago, in 1937.

“It was designed to be lasting and designed to be single (family) housing, to be nice,
to give people a decent place to live and also a yard and green space,” historian J.

https://www.dailypress.com/history/dp-nw-hampton-aberdeen-grant-20200905-s7g7nw7aovcanix3eudcuuocru-story.html#nt=interstitial-manual
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Michael Cobb said. He noted that a lot of housing for Blacks in Hampton Roads at
the time was designed to fail.

“Aberdeen Gardens was innovative and creative. The architects who did this wanted
substantial housing that was detached, so you wouldn’t have people living on top of
each other,” Cobb said.

The bulk of the filming and interviews took place last week around the historic
neighborhood, including the Aberdeen Gardens Historic Museum on Mary Peake
Boulevard and at the Tucker Cemetery. The sacred burial grounds on Sharon Court
is managed by the 1624 William Tucker Society.

Filming expected to wrap up Sunday. The product likely will be distributed for
education purposes or for use at the Smithsonian Institute, says director Tomeka M.
Winborne.

Winborne said she jumped at chance to be a part of a project that showcased Blacks
as professionals, with intact families and owning homes, living and growing in a
community.

“I was really fascinated ... we have such amazing history here that I didn’t know
about,” Winborne said. “I thought this is definitely an important story, especially to
African Americans because sometimes the portrayals of us in the media are
negative. These people were entrepreneurs ... in the ’30s. There’s no reason for us
today not to be able to reach our goals, but also just showing positive images of us
even back then, not just slaves.”

A place with unlocked doors

Along the tree-lined Mary Peake Boulevard, many of the original Colonial Revival
brick homesteads are sturdy and intact. They are well-spaced lots with ample land
meant for gardens and raising chickens or pigs and goats, as some families did.

One of those brick residences is at No. 57 and home to The Aberdeen Gardens
Historic Museum. Last week, the two-story home is set up like a mini studio where
Winborne and Barr are taping and interviewing Roundtree and Arrington.
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Otherwise the museum is staged like a typical home may have been arranged in the
early days: with gleaming golden-brown hardwood floors, two bedrooms on the top
floor and an indoor bathroom on the main floor.

Many of the artifacts in the space, such as an antique sewing machine in a bedroom,
a leather sofa in the dining area, a heating unit and a bread box, an icebox, porcelain
sink, a stove in the kitchen area have been donated from other homes, Winborne
said.

Arrington, who entered the military and later worked for Wonder Bread Company,
mostly remembers Aberdeen as a happy place to live.

“We were happy. We played together. We could go out any time of night,” Arrington
said. “I can’t remember a time that we were just so happy.”

Aberdeen had many professionals in its midst and a few hidden gems living there —
Dorothy Vaughan was one.

Vaughan, along with Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson and Christine Darden’s lives
are depicted in the book “Hidden Figures” by Margot Lee Shetterly. They are
remembered as among the first African American women who were mathematicians
working in Hampton for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, a
forerunner of NASA.

Roundtree simply remembers Vaughan as a neighbor and someone who was
friendly with her mom.

“She never talked about her job. Women just didn’t talk about their jobs,”
Roundtree said. “Ms. Vaughan played for St. Paul ... AME Church. And my mother
also was one of the piano players there, as well as a singer. And because of that,
mom would take Mrs. Vaughan to church with her on Sunday mornings. Very
wonderful person, delightful.”

Claude Vann III also is a descendant of the Aberdeen 158. Vann’s father grew up in
Aberdeen but went into the military and didn’t return to Hampton until Vann was
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in high school. His father eventually was stationed at Langley and the family moved
to Granger Court, a stone’s throw from the original neighborhood.

He says the documentary is long overdue, as many of the original people have
passed on.

"David is doing a super job. There should have been something to capture the actual
experiences of those that grew up (here), Vann wrote in an email. “They (families)
were interviewed and underwent medical testing to get into the community. My dad
always said he had 158 sets of parents growing up in Aberdeen.”

Vann’s family loved Aberdeen so much, they purchased 13 of the original homes. He
speaks of the lore from knowing so many people in the neighbor, including all the
colorful nicknames the children had.

I have heard so many nicknames for the kids in the community; Monk, Shot, Jap,
Dusty, Little Bit, I was known as Little Claude and my Dad’s name was June, my
Aunt was known as Tug, and I had cousins named Peanut and Sputnik.

All this background figures into making Aberdeen Gardens to be the community it
was, where people took pride in their homes and community. There were no
Homeowners Association to regulate that you conform to a set of standards, the
residents policed themselves.

Grandma knew I was coming

Barr and his family lived on Shell Road. But he spent many of his youthful days in
Aberdeen Gardens.

His grandparents moved there in 1938 and had a place at 21 Langston Blvd. The
young Barr, called “Duke” to those familiar, would head over to Langston Boulevard
most days after school.

The neighbors would watch over the youngsters heading toward the neighborhood
and pass the word they were en route, either by telephone or word of mouth that the
children were coming.
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“My parents worked, so guess who were the babysitters? My grandparents,” Barr
said. “She knew that I was walking through the door 10 minutes before I got there.”

Barr’s mother grew up in Aberdeen Gardens and kept strong ties with the
neighborhood even after she married, moved and kept her own busy schedule.
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“I got to know them very well ... not just themselves, but through the eyes of my
incredible neighbors,” Barr said. “It was a community parenting atmosphere that we
had. I had two grandparents, but I swear... I had about sixty or seventy aunties and
uncles.”

“They would train me and instill in me to think about someone else and think about
your community before you think about yourself. It sounds trite and cliché now, but
that’s just the way those folks were, man.”

Barr studied mass media and minored in sociology and psychology at Hampton
Institute. He took the nurturing lessons from Aberdeen and headed north to Boston
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to work for the Ford Motor Company. After a few years stint there as a manager, he
headed westward to Chicago and joined Ebony Magazine, honing a craft as a
playwright and screenwriter.

“I fell in love with Chicago, because of the art, but also because of the city of
neighborhoods. It’s beautiful. It’s beautiful, even when it’s dangerous,” he said. “But
the thing that attracted me to the neighborhoods was it reminded me of the
camaraderie of Aberdeen Gardens. It’s taken me 30 years to get back.”

Lisa Vernon Sparks, 757-247-4832, lvernonsparks@dailypress.com

Topics: Aberdeen Gardens, Mary Peake Boulevard, Black history, community, Hampton University, housing

Lisa Vernon Sparks
  

Lisa Vernon Sparks covers Hampton for the Daily Press. Previously, she was an assistant digital
editor at WYDaily.com and a staff writer for the Providence Journal, the Star-Ledger and the
Home News Tribune. She holds feature writing awards from the Rhode Island Press Association.
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